JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. A second generation of scholars, writing in the late 1970s and 1980s, sought to reshape civil rights historiography. They questioned whether the civil rights movement could be properly understood as a coalition of national organizations pressuring Washington to correct racial injustices. They suggested that the focal point for investigation should shift to local communities and grass-roots organizations. King and the other well-known players would not disappear from view, but they would take a back seat to women and men who initiated protests in small towns and cities across the South and who acted according to their own needs rather than those of central organizations headquartered in New York, Washington, or Atlanta. Given this reconfiguration of the struggle, the concept of a civil rights movement itself came under scrutiny. Once scholars moved beyond the notion of a protest "orchestrated by national leaders in order to achieve national civil rights legislation" and focused increased attention on grass-roots efforts, Clayborne Carson argued, "black freedom struggle" more fully captured the object of study. More than a matter of semantics, this alternative expression signified that protest activities were not narrowly aimed at obtaining legal victories from the federal government but sprang out of waves of liberationist struggles in black communities. Nothing less was at stake in these battles, Carson asserted, than "to create new social identities for participants and for all Afro-Americans."4
is taking a peek into the personal files Garrow used to compile his various works on King.
The collection consists of four volumes on King, three on various aspects of the civil rights movement, six on local communities, two on the sit-ins, two on predominantly white groups that actively supported civil rights, and one on the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC). Three of the King volumes and the three concerning the movement as a whole mostly reproduce previously published essays in facsimile form. The contents of the remaining volumes have been reset for publication in this series. Eleven of the total consist of collections of sundry items, whereas seven are monographs. Each volume (or set of companion volumes) contains its own index, a very handy guide for a reference work so large.
The material gathered here illuminates the main historiographical themes. Many of the selections, especially the theses and dissertations, furnish observations based on oral histories with local blacks whose contributions have previously received little documentation. As might be expected in a project of this type, some of the essays are redundant, some outdated, and some deservedly overlooked. Fortunately, these are held to a minimum. Garrow 
(King's philosophical roots).7
Experts in the field may offer substitutions and additions, but overall, the series editor has made justifiable selections that should stimulate further research and writing.8 For this, scholars and libraries will be appreciative.
YET THE READER MUST BE WARY of the ways that this collection, built as it is on past scholarship, reinforces rather than challenges mainstream themes. Those engaged in key debates for the 1990s, which entail questions of chronology, ideology, community dynamics, gender relations, and leadership, will find sporadic rather than thematic help here.9 The theological roots of King or of labor and communist legacies from the 1930s and 1940s will not find many previously hidden gems here. Still, a close reading of these volumes offers more than a trip down memory lane for scholars in the field. By detailing the roads already taken, they can illuminate possible paths toward a new framework for civil rights historiography. Even Garrow's continued fascination with King, reflected in the title as well as the contents of his collection, inspires some new approaches to the man and the movement. At a time when the nation has apotheosized the Reverend King alongside other revered heroes honored with national holidays, scholars have sought to measure the man and not the icon. '0 The King who emerges from public celebrations is a perennial dreamer, frozen in time at his most famous address during the 1963 March on Washington. Most Americans choose to celebrate and remember King's call for nonviolent, interracial cooperation in the face of festering racial injustices. What has been lost in this popular adulation is the recognition that the most prominent civil rights leader did not remain static in his thinking. Scholars have shown how, late in his career, King himself recognized that "the dream I had in Washington back in 1963 has too often turned into a nightmare," leading to his advocacy of a fundamental restructuring of American society."1 Contributors to these volumes who note the ways in which the persistence of American racism, materialism, and militarism transformed King's vision generally adopt the notion of "two Kings"-the reformer and the revolutionary-to capture the clergyman's shifts in emphases and outlook between the mid-1950s and the late 1960s.12 Many of the authors included here, however, are more interested in tracing the roots of King's ideology than the trajectory of his politics. Standard accounts of King's intellectual roots have long followed the minister's own discussion of his development in Stride toward Freedom, which charted the influence of Henry David Thoreau, Georg Friedrich Hegel, Karl Marx, Walter Rauschenbusch, Reinhold Niebuhr, Mohandas Gandhi, and Edgar Brightman. What this chain of philosophical development omitted was the foundation of King's thinking: the biblical Jesus and the black church. King did not often write about such matters because he aimed his publications mainly at white audiences. But scholars are now highlighting the primary impact of African-American religious experiences on King. 13
The Garrow collection adds to this approach by offering a number of detailed treatises on King's religious roots. Examples of this revisionism began to appear in the mid-1970s. Paul R. Garber analyzed King primarily as a "Black preacher who saw the modern Black freedom movement as a continuation of an ancient freedom movement in which, according to Exodus, God spoke through Moses, saying, 'Let my people go."'4 Whatever else he became, the Reverend King was foremost a Southern Baptist preacher. College and graduate school exposed him to formal intellectual traditions, but he made sense of them as they related to his upbringing in the home of Baptist ministers and his church-centered community. "The concept of a personal God of infinite love and undiluted power 'who works through history for the salvation of His children,"' Lewis V. Baldwin asserted, "has always been central to the theology of the black Church."'5 During times of crisis and moments of doubt, King derived strength from his Christian faith and not from schoolbred systematic philosophy. Although Gandhi shaped King's approach to nonviolence, the spirit behind it came from Jesus' Sermon on the Mount. As James H. Cone explained, "black people followed King, because he embodied in word and deed the faith of the black church which has always claimed that oppression and the Gospel of Jesus do not go together."'6 DIGGING OUT THE ROOTS of King's thinking does not create an either/or proposition that lines up a predominantly Western intellectual tradition against an AfricanAmerican religious heritage. The Hegelian King might have concluded that it is more likely a both/and situation. As August Meier wrote some twenty-five years ago, King was a master synthesizer who could interpret the African-American struggle for freedom in language that struck responsive chords among blacks and whites.'7 More recently, scholars have discovered that King liberally borrowed ideas for his sermons and writings from both black and white Protestant ministers, often without attribution, and that his published books were produced with the helping hands of ghostwriters. These findings do not diminish his contribution to the movement, but they do suggest that future researchers will have to look even more carefully to follow the myriad influences on King As early as his seminary days at Crozer, King "thought the capitalistic system was predicated on exploitation and prejudice, poverty, and that we wouldn't solve these problems until we got a new social order."'9 In his first speech to a mass meeting during the Montgomery bus boycott, King Yet here, as with King, the notion of a bifurcated identity may distort as much as it illuminates. Among those labeled moderate for their pursuit of legal and constitutional efforts in the late 1960s were women and men whose very lives were threatened for advocating the same goals in earlier decades. In the South, moreover, "black power" continued to mean electoral power for many rural blacks long after it took on other connotations in northern cities. And, though eschewing Marxism on both philosophical and religious grounds, many activist black preachers followed King Two other monographs in the Garrow Series-Klibaner's on SCEF and Aimee Isgrig Horton's on the Highlander Folk School-also focus on the pre-Brown roots of the freedom struggle. Employing an institutional rather than a communitybased approach, they too demonstrate that new groups and tactics, which seemed to appear spontaneously, actually emerged out of established organizations. At the same time, older groups and organizations were revitalized and transformed by newer ones as both joined in pursuit of common objectives. Before Brown and Montgomery, a tiny band of southern white racial progressives was committed to remaking their region along egalitarian racial and economic lines. Small in number, they were plentiful enough to form SCEF (and its predecessor, the Southern Conference for Human Welfare) and the Highlander Folk School. Their neighbors scorned them, and the authorities Red-baited them with charges of subversion. Despite their travail, liberal white southerners managed to provide valuable support for the movement through fund raising, education, and organizing. 35 By focusing on racially progressive whites, these studies highlight the diverse attitudes held by the South's dominant race. The bedsheeted bigotry of the Ku Klux Klan and the tie and jacket prejudice of the White Citizens' Councils have been ably described.36 Yet many white communities were not monolithic. In a perceptive analysis of Montgomery, J. Mills Thornton argued that one cannot chart the ebb and flow of black protest without understanding the racial dynamics of the white community.37 Whites usually lined up behind the banner of racial solidarity, but they also quarreled among themselves about how to respond to political challenges. Fearing that racial violence would interfere with their plans for urban economic redevelopment, the moderate white civic, business, and political leaders preferred to keep the peace through the give and take of biracial negotiation, for which they came under attack from obstructionist hard-liners.
Community histories are especially valuable in uncovering the coalitions and conflicts within and between black and white communities. The communities spotlighted in the Garrow collection display the same matrix of historical roots and contemporary organizations, civic and religious leadership and mass followings, political demands and economic goals. Together, they reveal many unheralded individuals who supplied indispensable leadership in initiating, directing, and keeping alive local protest activities through the network of black church, civic, and business organizations. Their lives demonstrate that blacks were not simply victims of separate and unequal policies; rather, they retained a measure of social, economic, and political autonomy that under the proper conditions could fuel demands for equality and power.38 Crisis-induced unity did not remove underlying differences over strategy and tactics among black civil rights activists that stemmed from generational, ideological, and economic cleavages. Predictably, they resurfaced after victory was achieved. These splits were not always destructive, however. Jack L. Walker, investigating the Atlanta sit-ins of 1960, concluded that the division of labor between black student activists and more cautious adult negotiators brought about a peaceful and substantial-resolution to the conflict.40
As COMMUNITY STUDIES REVEAL THE MASSES of individuals at the the heart of the movement, the efforts of women have been recovered alongside those of men. In general, racial solidarity seems to have muted sexual conflict within the freedom struggle. And, where gender differences did emerge, they might have provided some of the same advantages as did the differences between young militants and older moderates outlined by Walker. Yet any definitive analysis of gender relations in the movement awaits basic research on female participants, leaders, and followers.
Reading through the diverse works in the Garrow Series, one finds the names of numerous women who made important contributions to the movement. Jo Ann Robinson, Ella Baker, Diane Nash, Fannie Lou Hamer, Septima Clark, and Rosa Parks are some of the more prominent figures whose efforts are recorded here. Nevertheless, we need systematic studies of how ordinary women, in their roles as mothers, wives, workers, churchgoers, and professionals affected the nature of the movement.41 Indeed, there are important connections to be made between the black church as the institutional bedrock of civil rights protest and the significant place of women inside it.
When Eyes on the Prize broadcast an episode on the Montgomery bus boycott, film footage revealed the extensive presence of women at mass meetings and on the streets walking to work. However, the narration, as in most scholarly studies, failed to analyze the sexual politics of racial struggle. A doctoral dissertation by Steven M. Millner in 1981 suggests that the heavy involvement of women stemmed, in part, from the fact that black females outnumbered black males in Montgomery's population and rode the bus much more frequently than did men. Moreover, the rude behavior black women suffered from white male drivers was doubly insulting by virtue of their sex and race. Rosa Parks's arrest galvanized the black community, in part, because she had a reputation as both an activist and a "lady." Yet, on occasion, Montgomery's female activists chose "unladylike" behavior to exhibit their passion for equality. When black male leaders were arrested for violating an anti-boycott law, for instance, a group of older women came to the courthouse, "wearing men's hats and dresses rolled up," and warned a gun-toting policeman who tried to disperse them: "[We] don't care what you got. If you hit one of us, you'll not leave here alive." It will take further research to uncover the multiplicity of roles women played in Montgomery alone. 42 The most notable controversy concerning women in the larger freedom struggle focuses on SNCC. Sara Evans has argued that many of the white women who worked with SNCC in the Deep South later became instrumental in developing the women's liberation movement. She attributed the awakening of their feminist consciousness to a variety of factors: the egalitarian ethos of SNCC, the inspiration of black women in local communities who provided the movement with strong female role models, and the revolt against male chauvinist attitudes that relegated women to conventional female tasks. Only the third argument has produced disagreement. Mary King, a SNCC staffer who along with Casey Hayden drew up a feminist manifesto in 1965 critical of sexism within the organization, has recently claimed that Evans misinterpreted the meaning of this protest. King insists that she and Hayden were not complaining about their role as women in SNCC but were questioning whether the civil rights movement could tolerate "differing political and social concerns, as various groups and, in our case, women defined them."43 Reconciling King's contemporaneous and retrospective statements remains problematic, but scholars are beginning to measure the impact of SNCC on the lives of black and white women in order to determine just how much conflict grew out of gender as distinct from race differences. 44 One fruitful approach to the controversy over women's treatment within SNCC may be to focus on the way in which women helped forge the unique character of the organization and then worked to sustain their place within it. Ella Baker is widely acclaimed for her critical role in bridging generational divides and in shaping the structure and style of SNCC. Still, no full biography of Baker exists. Such a work might usefully draw on Karen Sacks's study of union organizing among both black and white hospital workers at Duke Medical Center. Sacks argued that, in large part, it was women's and men's different definitions of leadership that led to their particular roles in community struggles. Women in the Duke struggle focused on creating and sustaining support networks; men on drafting statements, controlling the highest organizational offices, and serving as public spokesmen. Because men's definition more closely fit that of the media, they were perceived by outsiders as the preeminent leaders of the movement. 45 The groups conformed to and transformed southern black conceptions of freedom. Local black southerners were instrumental in shaping SNCC's definition of liberation and black power, but they did not necessarily interpret these terms in the same ways.50 REDIRECTION OF SCHOLARLY STUDIES TO THE LOCAL LEVEL, which Garrow and others have called for, should not obscure the need to move from the particular to the general, from case study to synthesis. Clayborne Carson characterized the movement "as a series of concentric circles, with liberal supporters on the outside and fulltime activists at the center."'5' This assessment appropriately emphasizes grassroots efforts, yet it is crucial to acknowledge that the federal government could both strengthen and limit possibilities for change. Indeed, it ultimately required the power of Washington to break the segregationist stranglehold on first-class citizenship in towns across the country. Moreover, although the aims of national and local groups sometimes differed, in many instances they coincided. Often, local groups called for outside assistance at the same time national organizations sought test cases or local showplaces. Rather than concentric circles, the image of overlapping spheres sharing a common segment might more accurately reflect the shape of the struggle. The shared zone of cooperation expanded or contracted according to pressures from below and political considerations from above. 52 Differences of interpretation are as evident among civil rights scholars as they were among civil rights activists. In part, this explains why interest in civil rights history shows little sign of abating. Scholarly texts are still rolling off the presses along with autobiographical accounts of individual activists to expand our view of the movement against racism.53 If the studies of the next thirty years are as rich as those of the previous three decades, as sampled in the Garrow collection, we all have something to look forward to. Among forthcoming works are the volumes from the Martin Luther King Papers Project and studies on women, the international dimensions of the freedom struggle, and its pre-1954 antecedents found in the labor movement and in black nationalist and racially progressive interracial groups. In addition, more in-depth explorations of the movement in Mississippi and other southern states will soon appear.54 These promise to add a critical edge and greater complexity to the portraits of protest presented here.
